Antimicrobial Activities of Selected Medicinal Plant with Potential Role of Chemical Compounds
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Abstract

Several studies about the medicinal plants provide the evidences about the chemical compounds found in onions. These compounds included the catechole as well as ferulic acids, quercetin and kaempferol. The efficiency of the kaempferol has maximum as compared to the quercetin to inhibit the growth of the B. cereus. The antimicrobial activity of the plants has been precisely studied in the experimental investigations. The ultimate goal of all chemicals obtaining from the plants to target the major groups of the bacteria that causes diseases in human body, fishes and also other animals. There are certain gaps in literature about the different activities of the extracts of the onion. The antimicrobial activity of the onion extract remains unclear because of different microbes such as E.coli and S.aureus showing the resistance against the particular compound. Several relevant data and other research based studies showed comprehensive relationship to the antimicrobial activity of the plants in vitro against the different types of the microbes that causes different diseases such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella shigella, Vibrio cholera and Staphylococcus aureus. Quercetin and its related compounds possess the sulphur as a functional group. So, onions broadly used to treat the medical related disease in such a way that less side effected products obtaining from the plant in comparison to the industry that completely synthesized the products chemically and hence has more side effects.
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INTRODUCTION

There are certain chemical compounds that work against most of the species of bacteria. A study using the chemical called 3-quercetin-8-yl-2,3-epoxyflavanone shows the activity against the bacteria such as multi-drug resistant S. aureus that actually the most dangerous strain of the bacteria which causes resistance to many of drugs. H. pylori which also the strain of the bacteria causes problems in the stomach and causes problems in the system associated with digestion also shows the resistance to many of the drugs [1].

The antimicrobial activity of the plants has been precisely studied in the experimental investigations. There are several plants that possess the specific chemicals in their inner as well as outer parts. These chemicals obtained from the large variety of plants showing activities against the pathogenic form of bacteria [2]. The extracts obtained from the plants effective suitable for prevention as well as inhibition of growth of bacteria. The extract obtained from the specific plant such as onion shows antimicrobial activity. A lot of data have been recently published in favors of the biochemical activities of the onion. The extracts obtained from onion have been demonstrated the antimicrobial activity in vitro studies. The ultimate goal of all chemicals obtaining from the plants to target the major groups of the bacteria that causes diseases in human body, fishes and also other animals [2, 3].

Several studies about the medicinal plants provide the evidences about the chemical compounds found in onions. Onion as a major type of plant that was used as a food in past for cooking and other industrial processes. It exhibits the potential compounds that significantly work against different types of infections. These compounds also show activity against microbes due to resistance against microbial diseases. Extract of the onion has been used against the infection to certain...
microorganisms such as fungi and mostly bacteria [4-6].

Onion also possess the sulphur which inhibited the growth of microbes that causes certain diseases and has been act as potential protective chemical agent against certain varieties of microbes. These chemical compounds effectively showed antimicrobial activity that inhibited the growth of microbes. These compounds included the catechol as well as ferulic acids, quercetin and kaempferol. The efficiency of the kaempferol has maximum as compared to the quercetin to inhibit the growth of the B.cereus. The important phenolic compounds that present in red type of onion have maximum activity against free radicals [7, 8].

There are certain gaps in literature about the different activities of the extracts of the onion. The antimicrobial activity of the onion extract remains unclear because of different microbes such as E.coli and S.aureus showing the resistance against the particular compound. The further study needed to understand the nature of different chemical compounds in onion that responsible for antimicrobial activity for better understanding of molecular mechanism of the different pathogens that causing different diseases in the human [9].

**Compounds with Antimicrobial activity**

The onion has much significant value in comparison to the other plants because it contains numerous chemicals compounds such as flavonoids as well as terpenoids that responsible for its antimicrobial activity. The normal concentrations of chemical compounds much more important to treat the diseases caused by bacteria. It was experimentally investigated that more concentration of these compounds increased the more chances of toxicity caused by onions [10].

These compounds that actually involved in making the composition of onions and increases its activity against the various forms of pathogens as well as bacteria. The other compounds that playing significant role in contributing the antimicrobial activity included the alkaloids as well as tannins. These compounds obtained from the plants and have low toxicity level while in comparison to the drugs and other harmful compounds that synthesized in industries. The antimicrobial activity of the onions mainly due to presence of the compounds related to sulphur containing that biochemically functions against the microbes especially dental diseases [11, 12].

Due to active and high concentration of the chemicals especially sulphur in the onions showed strong antimicrobial activity and one the example included the dental caries. Several relevant data and other research based studies showed comprehensive relationship to the antimicrobial activity of the onions in vitro against the different types of the microbes that causes different diseases such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella shigella, Vibrio cholera and Staphylococcus aureus. These harmful types of the microbes that affected the major population of the human badly and overall involved in spreading of infections. In vitro based experimental studies showed that red types of the onions also possess the high antimicrobial activity against the some of the bacteria such the Helicobacter pylori that causes infections in the digestive system and their high concentrations also leads directly a cancer in the ulcer. So, onions were used in the past as well as currently for the prevention of the infection ulcer and also reduced the chances of the ulcer. One of the chemical that found in the onions was the quercetin that responsible for antimicrobial and especially targeted the viruses [13, 14].
Role of Quercetin and other compounds

Quercetin and its related compounds possess the sulphur as a functional group. It was studied that less or low level of the quercetin found in the onions, then its activity against the specific virus effectively was decreased. Some of the latest studies about the medicinal plants that effectively used as a source of food and helping to treat the diseases caused by viruses. One of the experimental research showed that the working activity against the viruses mainly due to presence of the other compounds related to the flavonoids [15-17].

Onions posses the highest concentration of the flavonoids that acting on the surface of the viruses and also damaged the membrane of the viruses. As a result, virus cannot grow due to the presence of high level of flavonoids. It also contains the special proteins called lectins that significantly involved in attaching the molecules of sugars with biological parameters. Several relevant data and other research based studies showed that comprehensive relationship to the antimicrobial activity of the onions in vitro against the pathogenic forms of different microbes such as Aspergillus niger, Candida albicans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. These most harmful types of the microbes that affected the population of the human badly and overall increased the rate of infection in the current age [18, 19].

The main targeted groups of the lectins in the plants and onions included the viruses. These proteins when attached the sugar to specific type of the virus and then virus cannot pass through proliferation in the body. So, these proteins showed activity against viruses by the formation of the attachment. It also helped to degrade the core of the virus by attaching the membrane of viruses [20].

In vitro experimental based studies showed that lectins involved for damaging the membrane of the HIV virus. One of the example of the lectins activity against the virus by the involvement in the synthesis of drug that work effectively against the virus due to HIV that mainly transferred by the sexual activity as well as the blood transfusion. Scientists found that lectins the most suitable proteins that found in the inner portion of the onions. These proteins experimentally proven in the laboratory of research of the USA. There modifications in the structure of the lectins done by scientist and checked its function against viruses. The result significantly favored in controlling the overall growth of viruses. The use of and search for drugs and dietary supplements derived from plants have accelerated in recent years. Ethnopharmacologists, botanists, microbiologists, and natural-products chemists are combing the Earth for phytochemicals and “leads” which could be developed for treatment of infectious diseases. While 25 to 50% of current pharmaceuticals are derived from plants, none are used as antimicrobials [21-24].
human are Escherichia coli, Salmonella shigella, Vibrio cholera and Staphylococcus aureus. These bacteria enter from the specific type of environment such as food, water and also the air and ultimately enter into the body to spread the infections by releasing the chemicals that are endotoxin and as well as exotoxin in the nature and some cases both types of infections also leads to increase in severity of disease of the living organisms. These bacteria have increases chances to grow in the living system. When they found the living source, then they grow rapidly inside the cells also damaging the cells. Many bacteria causing a lot diseases in the populations of human. Over the last seven decades, applications using members of the Bacillus subtilis group have emerged in both food processes and crop protection industries. Their ability to form survival endospores and the plethora of antimicrobial compounds they produce has generated an increased industrial interest as food preservatives, therapeutic agents and biopesticides. The bacteria when enters into the body of living system, started growth rate in the targeted cell. Many symptoms appeared when bacterial attack prominently occurred on the cells of the living system [25-28].

The living system ultimately damaged to the other parts of body because bacteria when causing the infections in living cell, then bacteria also releases a lot of harmful chemicals which significantly damaged the body. Immune system released antibodies in response to bacteria that released chemical for the specific infection. The specific antibodies initially targeted to the cells of bacteria then ultimately killed the cells of the specific bacteria that usually attacked on the body. Immune system of the living system became weak or failed to give response to specific bacteria, then chances of attack and as well as infections increases to the specific living cells. Bacteria also causes a lot of diseases in human as well as children. A variety of pathogenic form of bacteria significantly damaged the populations around the world. It has become the global issue due to incases number of diseases in relation to pathogenicity and resistance of bacteria [29-32].

CONCLUSION

Onions contains compounds that work against the viruses as well as on bacteria. These compounds included the sulphur and other related families lectins and quercetin. It also inhibited the replication of the major group of the fungi. So, onions broadly used to treat the medical related disease in such a way that less side effects products obtaining from the plant in comparison to the industry that completely synthesized the products chemically and hence has more side effects.
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